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PREFACE

Thank you for opening this book.

Many a time people sweat to have sweet fun. This book is an attempt to find an easy way out.

Suppose, I give you a blank sheet of paper. What would you do with it?

You may write something on it. Or else, you may still do something with the paper, A fold here, a crease there you

may produce a boat, a box, a flower....

I am sure you will do something. Because Origami, the art of paper folding has already become a part of folklore, in

our country.

Nobody teaches a child how to make a boat. She/he learns at school from other children.

To convert a paper into a recognizable shape is a challenge to the intellect. It is more challenging to unfold the same

model and reconstruct it.

This challenge has an inherent beauty, of tracing steps backwards, of symmetry, and also mathematics.

We shall visit this challenge in our book.

A fad, a hobby called origami can also condense into a candid lesson in mathematics. This book is really a manual

book preparing learning aids in mathematics.

Each page in this book gives an experiment to be conducted in Mathematics Lab.
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1. Fundamentals of Origami

Making a boat, a swan, a box, a tea-coaster is no doubt fun.

It’s more fun to discover an angle, discover relationship between numbers, all inside a Origami models made from

paper and learn mathematical facts, without a scale, a protractor or a compass or a divider.

Take a piece of paper; make an Origami model with it, then unfold and Lo! There is Maths inside.

This book is an adventure. It is divided into Basics, Beginnings, Adventure, More adventure, etc. This book is for a

student of Mathematics, it is also for an Origami enthusiast. But not for Maths enthusiast. Because we do not have any

thing here, other than that is available in the curriculum. Central syllabus is followed.

That means all maths we illustrate here is only up to class 10 (SSC) level only. In other words it is a manual for

Mathematics Lab.

What is Origami?

Origami is an art of Paper folding. In Japanese language Ori = to fold, and Garni = Paper. There are many shapes

that can be folded from a square sheet of paper.

Origami, developed not only in Japan but in China and Spain too. In Spain the Moors (Moslems of Arab Origin)

taught geometrical patterns to pupils through paper folding. Folding facilitates symmetrical operations. Now origami is

taught in many schools and many people are aware of some or other form of paper-folding.

Which paper you require?

Generally Stationery shops sell Origami papers, which are thin sheets of paper coloured on one side, that are

squares of different colours, stacked together in packets.

But for models so can be the described in this book, ordinary paper will suffice. Even computer stationery, printed

on one side can be used. Discarded photocopy paper can also be used. Origami models for Maths purpose need not

be from a costly paper. A4 size (28x21 cm) paper is preferred to infuse some kind of standard measure in paper-

folding.


























































































































































































